FOOD – COUNTABLE AND UNCOUNTABLE Nouns

Student’s name__________________________
Date_______________________  Grade_______

COUNTABLE NOUNS
• Nouns you can count
• You can use a / an in front of countable nouns.
• Nouns that have a plural form.

UNCOUNTABLE NOUNS
• Nouns you can’t count
• Nouns that normally don’t have a plural form

• We can make uncountable nouns countable to express quantity. We add a unit or a quantity with “OF”
  e.g. a bar of chocolate

a) Color and give the name of each picture, then number them from the one you like the most a last one.

c) Use a / an or some and write C for countable or U for uncountable.

b) Look at the words and select them into the right category

- Countable
- Uncountable

- money ___
- ponds _____
- cup of tea _____
- sugar______
- bar of chocolate____
- ice-cream ______
- rice ______
- glass of water_______
- coffee ______
- cake __________
- eggs___________
- orange__________
- bunch of grapes____
- coins_________
- apple_______
- salt__________

HOW MUCH...? / HOW MANY...?

- How much + uncountable noun
  E.g. How much ham?

- How many + countable noun
  E.g.: How many rashers and sausages

**d) Ask questions using how much or how many**

(eggs) ________________________________?

(meat) ________________________________?

(jam) ________________________________?

(people) ________________________________?

(flour) ________________________________?

(votes) ________________________________?

(parties) ________________________________?

(oil) ________________________________?

**d) Choose the correct word / expression and complete the sentences.**

- how much – how many –

  • ________________________________ sandwiches have you got?

  • ________________________________ milk is there in the fridge?

  • ________________________________ time do you need?

  • ________________________________ fruit can you see on the table?

  • ________________________________ friends have you got?

  • ________________________________ states are there in Mexico?

  • ________________________________ love do you give to your mom?

  • ________________________________ gobernators are there in Mexico?

  • ________________________________ bananas do you eat a day?
EXERCISES

(Complete sentences using too or enough.)

1. Is there ............... bones in the fridge to feed two hundred dogs?
   o too
   o enough

2. Susan is strong .............. to carry these heavy bags.
   o too
   o enough

3. I can’t go to the disco because I’m ............... busy doing my new website.
   o too
   o enough

4. Philip isn’t ............... brave to kill a hen.
   o too
   o enough

5. Beata is ............... absent-minded to remember about everything.
   o too
   o enough

6. I’ve got ............... time to finish this exercise.
   o too
   o enough

7. Didn’t you prepare ............... many sandwiches?
   o too
   o enough

8. This soup is ............... salty.
   o too
   o enough

9. Nicole used ............... much pepper.
   o too
   o enough

10. My meal is warm ............... .
    o too
    o enough

11. Paul has got ............... money to buy Lamborghini.
    o too
    o enough

12. She bought ............... many flowers last week.
    o too
    o enough

13. Pauline’s horse is ............... slow to win that race.
    o too
    o enough

14. You’ve told ............... . Go to your room and think it over.
15. My boyfriend is intelligent ___________ to pass all the tests.

16. We’ve painted ___________ rooms today. Now we can go home.

17. He’s ___________ young to play this computer game.

18. Dave is tall ___________ to reach that shelf.

19. The weather isn’t hot ___________ today.

20. They aren’t ___________ responsible to look after small babies.